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Abstract

This paper quantifies the relationship between private–network file
sharing activity and music sales in the BitTorrent era. Using a panel
dataset of 2,251 albums’ U.S. sales and file sharing downloads on a
private network during 2008, I estimate the effect of file sharing on
album sales. Exogenous shocks to file sharing capacity address the
simultaneity problem. In theory, piracy could crowd out legitimate
sales by building file sharing capacity, but could also increase sales
through word–of–mouth. I find evidence that additional file sharing
decreases physical sales but increases digital sales for top–tier artists,
though the effects are modest. I also find that file sharing may help
mid–tier artists and substantially harms bottom–tier artists, suggest-
ing that file sharing enables consumers to better discern quality among
lesser–known artists.
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The relationship between media production and media piracy is not as
straightforward as each side might claim. To copyright holders, every illicit
transaction represents the loss of a legitimate purchase that might otherwise
have happened. However, many pirates would never have purchased at the
price the producer had set, and these new illicit consumers may increase
exposure of the product. Such exposure may induce new transactions that
might otherwise have never happened, and these transactions may accrue
to the copyright holders themselves. How the tension resolves is thus an
empirical question. Does the substitution of piracy for purchasing overwhelm
the possibilities of a larger audience, or do new consumers outnumber the
forgone sales to pirates?

This paper addresses that empirical question in the market for music
sales and its file sharing counterpart. Drawing from data on US album sales
and on activity within a private file sharing network, I follow 2,251 albums
over 27 weeks in 2008 and estimate the effect of an exogenous change in
file sharing on album sales. For the baseline specification, the file sharing
elasticity of sales is –0.13 in aggregate, –0.17 for physical albums, and +0.21
for digital albums. I interpret these results as evidence that piracy crowds
out legitimate sales but that this displacement is outweighed by a word–of–
mouth effect in the market for digital albums: since pirates are more likely to
share social links (and thus discuss music) with digital consumers than with
physical consumers, the word–of–mouth effect matters more for digital sales.
The effects of increased file sharing activity differ across artist popularity as
well: top–tier artists’ physical sales are slightly decreased and digital ones
slightly increased, mid–tier artists’ physical sales are unaffected and digital
ones slightly helped, and bottom–tier artists’ sales are considerably reduced
across formats.

In equilibrium, sales and piracy are simultaneously determined: the unob-
served effects of album popularity, media exposure, and other variables that
impact music consumption will influence sales and downloads alike. Thus
identification of the effect of piracy on sales requires an exogenous covariate.
Fortunately, the file sharing data include such covariates. The file sharing
network under study requires that a user’s ratio of lifetime uploading to
downloading must exceed a certain threshold, or the user will be banned
from the network. In other words, users must give back in some proportion
to what they receive. It follows that the more slack this constraint is for a
user, the more that user can download. Now, there are events during the
sample period where users are credited for uploading, but not for download-
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ing, known as freeleeches. These freeleech periods alter the slackness of the
user’s ratio constraint, which elicits exogenous variation in file sharing on the
network. I use an assortment of freeleech indicators and ratio slackness mea-
sures as instrumental variables, and I provide robust support for instrument
suitability in first–stage results as well as in post–estimation testing.

The results are of both academic and practical interest. How users choose
among physical, digital, and illicit markets is illuminating in its own right,
and the interaction of conventional markets with diffuse digital markets is
of broad interest to researchers. But the results can also inform business
and policy decisions in the market for music and for other media as well.
Trade groups such as the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA)
and the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) spend
considerable effort and resources to deter piracy and shut down file sharing
networks like the one studied in this paper. If the effect of file sharing on sales
is small, this expense may not be worth it. The results of this paper should
help to inform such cost–benefit analysis by trade groups, law enforcement
agencies, and policymakers.

Review of Existing Literature

Researchers have spent considerable time studying the effect of file sharing
on the music market. A clear picture has not emerged, but research does
focus on two main arguments. The “traditional” view argues that piracy
simply substitutes away from legitimate sales, which is tantamount to theft
in the short run and degrades the incentives to create music in the long
run. Strong protection of intellectual property is needed to inhibit piracy
and provide adequate incentives to create new music. The other argument
claims that even if substitution does occur, it is certainly not at a one–to–
one rate, and that file sharing is a highly–effective distribution method which
allows sampling, spreads information about music quality, and gives smaller
artists easy and direct access to listeners. These channels can create new
consumers who would never have purchased the music otherwise. Theoretical
and empirical work has investigated both arguments, and consensus has not
been established.

Numerous surveys and meta–analyses of existing research have been car-
ried out to determine which of the two arguments is more relevant. De-
pending on the study, authors conclude that consensus has not been reached
(Connolly and Krueger, 2006), that the effect is negligible (Oberholzer-Gee
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and Strumpf, 2010), or that the effect is positive (Dejean, 2009). Other stud-
ies examine the evidence and conclude that the effect is decidedly negative
(Liebowitz, 2005a,b, 2006a,b). I provide a short overview of the literature
below, but the interested reader should consult these reviews for a more
thorough consideration.

Theorists have argued for the existence of a “sampling” effect, wherein
file sharing allows users to try before they buy, and the authors conclude
that empirical testing is needed to determine whether the sampling effect ac-
tually outweighs the conventional substitution effect (Peitz and Waelbroeck,
2006a,b; Gopal et al., 2006). I interpret the current paper’s results as evi-
dence of a word–of–mouth effect which is similar to the sampling effect, but
incorporates social network structure and thus provides a theoretical moti-
vation for the discrepancy in results for physical and digital sales.

Since the effect of file sharing is fundamentally an empirical question,
many studies have been carried out to determine the effect’s direction and
importance. The majority of these studies find a negative effect, whether us-
ing survey data (Waldfogel, 2010; Zentner, 2006; Rob and Waldfogel, 2006;
Leung, 2008), macro–level data with proxies for file sharing (e.g. broadband
access) (Peitz and Waelbroeck, 2004; Danaher et al., 2014; Hui and Png,
2003; Liebowitz, 2008), or the emergence of file sharing as a natural experi-
ment (Mortimer et al., 2012; Hong, 2013). Other studies find no statistically
significant effect in survey data (Andersen and Frenz, 2010) or on long–run
trends in music quantity (Waldfogel, 2011a) and music quality (Waldfogel,
2011b). However, none of these studies observes both sales and piracy at
the album level; they instead rely on survey–based, proxied, or aggregated
measures of file sharing activity.

Only a few studies exist that observe sales and file sharing at the album
level. Oberholzer-Gee and Strumpf (2007) find no evidence of a statistically
significant effect of file sharing on album sales, using German school vaca-
tions as a source of exogenous variation in available files. Blackburn (2006)
estimates the effect of album–level file sharing supply on sales, using RIAA
legal action as an exogenous file sharing risk shock. The author concludes
that sales for less popular artists benefit from file sharing, sales for more
popular artists suffer, and that these effects zero out on net.1

1Blackburn (2006) interprets his findings as evidence of “substitution” and “penetra-
tion” effects, the latter being analagous to the word–of–mouth effect proposed in this
paper.
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This paper uses a similar data structure to the above album–level stud-
ies but nevertheless makes novel contributions. I collect a unique dataset of
album–level file sharing transactions from a technologically modern environ-
ment with a longer and wider panel of albums than other similar datasets.
The size of the dataset facilitates the distinction between physical and dig-
ital sales, as well as a finer gradation of artist popularity. The exogenous
variation used is a product of the file sharing network itself, not of user be-
havior or inherent characteristics of an album, and is unique in that quality.
The findings of the paper thus sheds new light on aspects of the sales–piracy
relationship, whether these aspects have been studied extensively (e.g., elas-
ticities) or have received less attention (e.g., physical–digital and popularity
distinctions).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 1 describes the environment in
which modern file sharing takes place, and Section 2 broadly outlines a the-
oretical model of its interaction with legitimate markets. Section 3 describes
the data, which are used in Section 4 to estimate the sales–piracy relation-
ship. Section 5 offers concluding remarks.

1 The File Sharing Environment

The extralegal sharing of digital music began in earnest in 1999, when the
peer–to–peer (P2P) service Napster came online. Napster, as well as other
similar P2P networks, enabled users to search for music in other users’ li-
braries. The user could then download the music directly from the other users
on the network. The popularity of file sharing exploded under P2P technol-
ogy on networks like Napster, Gnutella, and KaZaA through the early 2000s.
However, the technology was not without problems. Multiple versions of a
song, of varying authenticity and quality, were available, and the user could
only tell which was best by completing a download. Further, the actual
download would only complete if the sharing user remained online for the
duration of the transfer, and the speed of the download depended heavily on
the quality of the sharing user’s connection.

In the mid–2000s, the BitTorrent file sharing protocol gained popular-
ity. In contrast with the usual P2P networks, BitTorrent uses a more diffuse
method for file distribution. A user (“peer”) downloads a small file that con-
tains information about the “tracker”, which is a server that facilitates peer
connections. The user downloads tiny portions of the desired file (e.g., mu-
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sic) from many different peers simultaneously, then combines them together
to build that desired file. As a result, everyone in the peer group obtains the
same version of the file, transfers continue even if some peers leave the group,
and users can preferentially connect to high–speed peers to increase overall
transfer speeds. These benefits have been amplified by increased broadband
penetration over time. Further, BitTorrent trackers only host the torrent
files, not the actual copyrighted content, so legal challenges were made more
difficult.

BitTorrent remains the most popular file sharing protocol, accounting for
more than half of total file sharing bandwidth and 2.26% of global internet
traffic during 2013 (Palo Alto Networks). Dozens of active trackers exist,
ranging from general interest networks to those that specialize in particular
genres of music, TV, or movies. Trackers can be public, to which any user can
connect, or private, to which only certain authorized users are allowed access.
Public trackers tend to be of lower reliability than private trackers: since file
sharing relies on users to expend time, bandwidth, and risk in providing files
to others, these networks must contend with the free–rider problem.

Private networks employ various methods to discourage free–riding, all of
which leverage the threat of expulsion from the network. Depending on the
network, users must give in some required proportion to what they receive
or remain available for sharing for some amount of time after download com-
pletion. If users do not fulfill these requirements, they are eventually banned
from accessing the network. These private networks tend to be smaller, more
reliable, and maintain higher quality standards than public file sharing net-
works.

Of central interest is how file sharing networks interact with and affect
activity in legitimate markets for the good that is being shared, and the
answer to this question is not clear. File sharing distributes copies of a good
that might otherwise be purchased in legal markets, so these networks could
displace legitimate market activity and replace it with relatively costless file
sharing. However, file sharing also lowers the cost of discovery of new goods:
in legal markets, it is harder to sample the product on offer. Thus file sharing
allows consumers to verify the quality of the product before purchase, which
could elicit additional sales from marginal consumers. Similarly, users who
would never have purchased the product at any realistic market price may still
participate in file sharing. These users can relay their newfound knowledge
of the product’s quality to their social connections through word–of–mouth,
who may themselves purchase the product. Of course, these negative and
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positive effects might simply be too small to matter: consumers could have
such a strong preference for shared digital goods or for purchased physical
media that crowding out does not occur, while the social network of a file
sharer might be composed only of other file sharers and word–of–mouth would
not spread to potential customers.

Below, I outline a model of the market for music to address these different
possibilities. Using the model, I motivate the idea that the net effect of file
sharing activity on music sales comprises the displacement and word–of–
mouth effects, and that the word–of–mouth effect should be stronger for
digital sales.

2 The Sharing–Sales Relationship

Consider the market for a single album of music of unknown quality q∗.
There is a large body of potential consumers, connected through a social
network, who have some prior belief q0 about the value of the album.2 The
market exists in discrete periods in which a person can choose to consume
the album through a (P )hysical purchase at a retailer, a (D)igital purchase
from e.g. iTunes, or a file (S)haring interaction. Alternatively, she can
choose to (N)ot consume the album at all. Each of these actions give her
value VP , VD, VS, or VN , which jointly embody price, risk, aesthetic value of a
physical copy, convenience of a digital copy, etc, independent of album quality
q∗. Note that while q∗ takes a single value, the consumption valuations Vi vary
across agents. Letting these values represent lifetime payoffs, the expected
value of each consumption action is Ui = q0 + Vi for i ∈ {P,D, S}, and the
value of non–consumption is UN = VN . At the beginning of each period t,
the person chooses an action using the following decision rule: consume if
max{UP , UD, US} ≡ U(q) ≥ UN , where U(q) is the value from consuming the
album of expected quality q by their preferred method.

Upon consuming, the agent learns the album’s true quality q∗ and credibly
relays this information to some share of her neighbors on the social network,
after which she exits the game. In the following period, the newly–informed
neighbors repeat the above consumption decision if they have not already
consumed, but use q∗ instead of q0. Depending on the distributions of the Vi,
some agents will now choose consumption where they would have otherwise

2One can also account for consumers’ risk–aversion, which would drive a sampling
effect, by interpreting q0 as a belief on the album’s certainty–equivalent quality.
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chosen no consumption. As the signal q∗ propagates across the network over
time, more agents learn q∗ and have the opportunity to change their decision.
The process halts when none of a consumer’s neighbors that she informs
wishes to switch based on the new information. In short, one consumer’s
experience can elicit a chain of consumption from agents that would otherwise
not have consumed. I refer to this network propagation as the word–of–
mouth effect. Note that since agents with a q0 > q∗ either consume at time
zero or never consume even after learning q∗, this word–of–mouth process
will by definition increase consumption.

At the same time, additional consumption through file sharing increases
the capacity of file sharing activity, since the new consumer may share the
album to future consumers anywhere in the market. I model this change
as a simultaneous increase in VS for all agents in the game. One additional
album consumed through file sharing at time t can then elicit new file sharing
consumption in t + 1 from VS–marginal agents. Given time, these marginal
agents may have eventually been moved to purchase legally from the word–
of–mouth effect, but now they are moved to file share since VS has increased.
This crowd–out will increase file sharing consumption, but will necessarily
displace legal sales that would otherwise have occurred, akin to the usual
substitution effect.

The direction and magnitude of the net effect of file sharing on legitimate
album purchases thus depends on the relative sizes of the word–of–mouth
and crowd–out effects. Since consumers can purchase either physically or
digitally, one might expect the two effects to manifest in different ways de-
pending on which market is considered. Invoking the idea of homophily in
social network formation, I assume that agents are more likely to be linked
to neighbors whose Vi are similar. In particular, homophily would imply
that agents who prefer digital consumption on a computer or portable music
player are more likely to discuss their music tastes with friends who also pre-
fer digital consumption. In the context of the model, the social neighbors of
a high–VS agent would most likely have a high VS and VD, which implies that
the word–of–mouth effect should have a larger effect on digital sales than on
physical sales.

Of course, the propagation of these effects depend on an initial seed of
consumption at the beginning of the game. To the econometrician, con-
sumption due to file sharing capacity and due to high quality assessment are
indistinguishable without a source of exogenous variation in file sharing ca-
pacity. Fortunately, I have access to a unique dataset comprising album sales
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and file sharing on a private network, which includes sources of exogenous
variation in file sharing. I describe these data in Section 3.

3 Data

While most previous studies have relied on aggregate measures of file sharing,
this paper analyzes the sales–piracy relationship using an album–level panel
dataset of downloads and sales.3 For the 27 weeks from July 10th to Decem-
ber 16th, 2008, I observe the number of albums sold in the US (both physical
and digital) and illegal downloads on a private file sharing network for a va-
riety of albums. I merge these two datasets to investigate the relationship
between file sharing and legitimate sales.4

3.1 Album Sales Data

Data on album sales are provided by Nielsen SoundScan, who compile sales
figures for US retail music each week. Nielsen tracks sales both in physical
retail locations as well as on digital platforms such as Amazon or iTunes, and
distinguishes between the two in their data. For each album in the sample
period, I observe the number of physical and digital copies sold, the record
label, and the number of weeks since the album’s release for the top 1000
selling albums each week. I report summary statistics in Table 1.

Album sales are considerably right–skewed: a small number of “super-
star” albums account for the majority of sales. Overall, digital sales are a
small fraction of total sales, but certain albums have a much higher digital
share of sales than others. Digital sales exhibit different life–cycle and secular
patterns from their physical counterparts; I discuss these differences below.

Figure 1 shows the average album’s sales as a percentage of its first week’s
sales over its life. A typical album reaches peak sales in the two weeks fol-
lowing release, and sales decline steadily afterwards. This trend is especially
true for physical album sales, but not for digital sales. As Figure 1c shows,

3Ideally, the econometrician would observe individual agents in the midst of a pur-
chase/pirate decision, but it is unlikely such data could be obtained without introducing
self–reporting problems.

4I do not have data on pricing for albums, nor a coherent way to “price” downloads,
so I work in quantities. As the model is populated by consumers with unit demand for a
given album, estimating a quantity relationship should be appropriate.
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the first week’s digital sales are high, experience a lull, are high again around
ten weeks after release, and decline rapidly afterward.

Figure 2 shows average album sales each week across the sample period.
Sales tend to hold steady in most weeks, but tilt sharply upward in Novem-
ber and December, which I attribute to the holiday retail season. Again,
physical sales track this trend closely, but digital sales exhibit somewhat less
seasonality, and are also more prominent during summer months, as can be
seen in Figure 2c.

Since the data capture sales across many artists (about 1,400), it will be
helpful to divide albums into tiers by some measure of artist popularity. For
each week, I observe albums’ ordinal ranking by copies sold (e.g., the best–
selling album has rank 1). Then for each artist, I determine their highest–
ranking album and use that as my measure of artist popularity. I divide
artists into quartiles according to that measure.5 Table 2 presents these tiers
and their composition. Tiers vary in size, with higher tiers having more
albums.

3.2 File Sharing Data

File sharing data are gathered from a private file sharing website.6 During the
observation period, this network acted as a tracker for over 250,000 different
albums, and more than 4.8 million downloads occurred. As a private tracker,
its users must satisfy a minimum upload/download ratio requirement or face
expulsion from the network.

I report summary statistics for file sharing in Table 3. The data are
significantly right–skewed: a small share of the albums account for the large
majority of file sharing activity. Each week, only about a quarter of available
albums are downloaded, but this is unsurprising since old albums will often
remain available long after their popularity has waned. Figure 3 depicts
the average life–cycle of an album in the downloads database. The graph is
constructed by calculating new downloads each week as a percentage of the
highest week’s downloads.7 An album is downloaded most in the first two
weeks of its being posted on the site, and then only moderately downloaded
thereafter.

5All results in the paper are qualitatively similar if two, three, four, or five tiers are
used. I present results for four tiers.

6As a condition of data access, the name of the website has been withheld.
7For Figure 3, I only include albums where I observe their first upload.
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Figure 4 shows downloads for an average album across the sample pe-
riod. File sharing activity is fairly constant, with a few exceptions: large
spikes occur around weeks 16 and 20. These exceptional weeks coincide with
“freeleech” periods, during which uploading improves a user’s ratio but down-
loading does not harm it. In essence, users can download albums on freeleech
without penalty, but will receive credit for sharing them with others. This
acts as a large positive capacity shock, incentivizing contemporaneous down-
loads. These downloads increase the ratio of the sharing users, who can then
download more in the future without violating the ratio requirement. There
are three major freeleech phases during the sample period.

Observed Freeleeches

The first freeleech phase is the New Album Contest, which occurred between
September 12th and 19th. During this period, any new file that was added
to the network was granted freeleech status for 6 hours from the time it was
uploaded. Small rewards were given out to those users who uploaded the
most new files, including elite user status and the ability to invite others to
join the network. During this period, more than 22,000 new albums were
uploaded. This contest was not anticipated, and began as soon as it was
announced.

The second freeleech phase occurred directly after the first. The network’s
goal was to reach 150,000 available albums. If the users reached this goal,
the reward would be a 24–hour freeleech on all files. Since the number of
albums listed far exceeded the necessary amount (about 3,000), this freeleech
period was stretched into about 60 hours, from September 19th through 22nd.
This freeleech period was anticipated, since it was announced along with the
contest. However, the original duration was set to 24 hours, so its extended
length was unanticipated.

The final phase was a celebration of the network’s birthday. During this
period, all newly uploaded files were freeleech for six hours. The celebration
ran from October 31st to November 2nd. This freeleech was hinted at four
days prior in a forum post by the site administrators, saying only “Shhh!
Don’t tell anyone, BUT, Stay Tuned for Friday...!!!” Some users suspected a
freeleech, while others suspected a newly–redesigned user interface.

Table 4 describes freeleech patterns during these periods. Relatively few
albums were on freeleech during any given period, except for the site–wide
phase in week 16. These freeleeches impacted users’ ability to download
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and share files contemporaneously, but they also increased future capacity
by slackening users’ sharing constraints. I quantify the constraint’s effects
presently.

User Ratio and Buffer

Even though freeleech periods allow downloading without penalty, uploading
is still credited. Thus freeleeching generates more contemporaneous down-
loads and also increases the future downloading potential of users who upload
during the freeleech: if a user’s ratio is well above her required minimum,
she can download more than if her ratio were lower. I derive two measures of
the slackness in the ratio requirement: a user’s ratio, and a user’s buffer (the
amount of data she could download before she hits her minimum ratio). I
interpret these as wealth measures and define them more precisely in Section
4.1.

The data include the mean user’s ratio each week, as well as the me-
dian user’s buffer each week.8 Figure 5 plots these measures as they change
during the sample period. The plot shows clear trends. During and after
the freeleech periods, user wealth increases significantly, declining steadily
afterward.9 I analyze the effects of these measures on file sharing activity,
alongside freeleeches, in Section 4.

3.3 Merged Panel

To investigate the interaction between file sharing and album sales, I match
albums from the file sharing dataset with albums from the sales dataset.
Summary statistics of the matched albums are reported in Table 5.

The match is not exhaustive. Less than one percent of albums from the
file sharing data are found in the sales data. However, this is to be expected:
I only observe sales of the top 1000 albums each week, so less popular or
older albums from the file sharing data will not be matched. More than
three–quarters of albums from the sales data were matched to albums in

8Unfortunately, the user data are anonymized, so I cannot measure individual wealth
effects.

9This reveals one of the main reasons why the network would implement a freeleech.
If the ratio requirement is not slack enough, users will stop downloading and the network
will cease to function. Freeleeches inject liquidity and sharing continues.
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the file sharing data. I am confident that the unmatched albums are truly
unmatchable due to the merging procedure used, which I outline presently.

First, I converted album names to uppercase in the file sharing data,
since album names are stored in uppercase letters in the sales data but are
mixed–case in the file sharing data. This went smoothly except for a few
titles with nonstandard characters (e.g. Sigur Rós or Beyoncé). For these
exceptions, downloads may be slightly under–counted due to different type-
setting for different versions on the file sharing network. I then associated
sales and downloads between identical artist–album–week observations in the
two datasets.

In the sales data, album names are truncated after 30 characters. Artist
names are also inverted (e.g., “Twain, Shania” instead of “Shania Twain”),
and punctuation differences may also exist between the two datasets (e.g.,
“&” instead of “and” or “Jay–Z” instead of “Jay Z”). This sometimes results
in a failure to match, so I manually searched for a match in the file sharing
data. Sometimes I could not locate one; e.g., in cases of holiday compilations,
religious music, or anthologies that were either never listed on the network
or were only added after the sample period.

Given the matching procedure, I believe the merged panel comprises all
albums that appeared in both datasets during the sample period, with pos-
sible under–counting of downloads for a few albums.

Albums in the merged panel still exhibit right–skewness, though less than
in the individual datasets, and both sales and downloads are considerably
higher than that of unmatched albums. The digital share of sales is very
slightly higher. Figure 6 shows that an album’s downloads and sales track
similar patterns, starting high and decaying gradually as they age. Figure 7
depicts average downloads and sales across the sample period, demonstrating
sales’ seasonality and downloads’ relative lack thereof. Large deviations in
sales, similar in magnitude with contemporaneous spikes in downloading from
freeleeches, are not present.

The matched albums comprise a unique, album–level dataset that can
shed light on the sales–piracy relationship. In Section 4, I use these data to
estimate effect of an exogenous change in file sharing activity on legitimate
album sales.
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4 Estimation

Drawing on insights from Section 2, Section 4.1 proposes an empirical frame-
work to estimate the net effect of private–network downloads on album sales.
Section 4.2 motivates the instrumental variables approach used here. Section
4.3 presents estimation results.

4.1 Empirical Strategy

I estimate the parameters of the following equation:

ln (sit) = α ln (sit−1) + δ ln
(
d̂it

)
+ βait + giγ + wt + ui + εit (1)

where sit are sales of album i in period t, d̂it are exogenous downloads of
album i in period t, gi is a vector of genre dummies for album i, ait is the
age of album i in week t, the wt are time fixed effects, the ui are album fixed
effects, and the errors εit ∼ iid(0, σ2

ε ).
10

As alluded to in Section 2, the model should capture the ceteris paribus
word–of–mouth effects and capacity effects of downloading, controlling for
other covariates. In equation (1), α measures the geometric decay of album
sales observed in Figure 1. Through a word–of–mouth effect and market
saturation, album sales begin high and decay as consumers learn of the al-
bum, make a consumption decision, and leave the market. Other coefficients
therefore measure deviations from this geometric sales trend.

The factor δ measures the percentage change in sales due to a contempo-
raneous percentage change in file sharing.11 But since file sharing also affects
later sales through si,t−1 and α, δ does not capture the full economic effect.

10Because of the dynamic nature of these effects, restricting the model to include only
one lag of sales and only contemporaneous downloads may be too severe. I consider
longer–term relationships in Appendix A.

11The log–transformation of sales and downloads is appropriate because the capacity
and word–of–mouth effects change the behavior of a share of the population, not a set
number of consumers. Hence these effects should manifest as a percentage change in sales
due to a percentage change in downloads.
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The relevant measure is the cumulative marginal effect (CME), defined as

CME =
∂ ln (sit)

∂ ln (dit)
+
∂ ln (sit+1)

∂ ln (dit)
+
∂ ln (sit+2)

∂ ln (dit)
+ ...

= δ(1 + α + α2 + ...) = δ

∞∑
t=0

αt (2)

The CME measures the percentage change in an album’s lifetime sales due
to a one–time percentage change in file sharing.

It should be noted that the file sharing network I observe is not represen-
tative of aggregate file sharing patterns. The network is small and private,
so its behavior will likely differ from the large public networks that most file
sharing occurs on. Strictly speaking, then, δ and CME measure the effect of
a private tracker’s file sharing activity on aggregate album sales. That said,
file sharing activity here will still initiate a word–of–mouth effect that prop-
agates across the whole social network, and the capacity effect will be felt on
public networks if downloaders share their files on these other networks.12

Specification (1) requires that downloads are not associated with unob-
served covariates of sales. Simply including all downloads in d̂it clearly vi-
olates this requirement. Marketing campaigns, album quality, or word–of–
mouth effects from previous consumption will all influence sales and down-
loads alike. To obtain consistent estimates of δ, I use instrumental variables
to ensure that the variation in d̂it is due solely to shocks that do not influence
album sales directly.

4.2 Instrument Validity

I propose that freeleeches and shifts in file sharing wealth measures serve as
suitable instruments. Below, I specify exactly how these shifts are quantified.

Freeleeches behave differently for different albums at different times. Fur-
ther, any given album could be available for downloading in different formats,
each of which could differ in their freeleech status, and a copy of each format
could be shared by a number of users. Table 6 lists various ways I am able to
quantify freeleech activity. The binary variable fl equals one if the album was
on freeleech at all during the week and zero otherwise, and the other measures

12Hammond (2014) provides some observational evidence that albums first appear on
private file sharing networks, but are made available on public networks quickly thereafter.
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provide more information by counting the number of freeleech hours, avail-
able formats, or shared copies. These measures will obviously exhibit a high
degree of correlation, so not all measures can be employed simultaneously.

As discussed in Section 1, the network imposes a sharing rule on its users
and bans them from the network if this requirement is not satisfied. Let
UL and DL represent the total data a user has ever uploaded (shared) or
downloaded (received), measured in gigabytes. I define a user’s ratio as UL

DL

and her buffer as UL−DL. Both measure how much more a user has given
than she has received, the former as a share and the latter as a quantity.
The network’s sharing rule is formulated as a minimum ratio requirement
that varies slightly by user and can be mitigated by actively offering files to
share, but generally a user’s ratio should not fall below 0.6. Thus I define
a user’s minimum buffer as UL − 0.6DL, which is the quantity of data she
can download before the ratio requirement binds. I interpret a user’s ratio,
buffer, and minimum buffer as measures of her wealth or ability to download.
Again, these measures will exhibit some degree of correlation, but they do
differ in salience and relevance. The minimum buffer is the most accurate
measure of how much a user can freely download, but only the user’s ratio
and requirement are prominently displayed to the user. For each week in my
sample, I observe the mean ratio and the medians of the buffer measures.
The mean ratio and median minimum buffer are graphed across the sample
period in Figure 5.

The freeleech measures from Table 6, as well as the wealth measures (ra-
tio, buffer, and minimum buffer), are highly correlated: the first five measures
in Table 6 all have correlations of 0.95 or higher among themselves, the last
four measures have correlations of at least 0.99 among themselves, and the
two buffer measures have a correlation of 0.99. To avoid collinearity in the
first–stage regressions, I only use one variable from each group: flavgcopyh,
flsumh, ratio, and bufmin.13 To quantify the relationship between these mea-
sures and downloading activity, I regress ln (dit) on flavgcopyh, flsumh, ratio,
bufmin, and album–level fixed effects. I obtain estimates for the full matched
sample, as well as for each artist tier in isolation. Results are reported in
Table 7.

The freeleech measures exhibit very strong correlation with downloads,
and the magnitude of the effect is similar across all artist tiers. The ratio
and buffer measures, however, vary in their effects by tier. I cannot find

13Results are similar under different choices of instruments; see Appendix A.
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evidence that a positive wealth shock affects downloading of albums, with
the exception of tier 4 albums.14 I retain both measures as instruments,
however, since the coefficients may be jointly significant and at worst would
just add noise.15 Regardless of sample, the measures explain about a quarter
of the variation in an album’s downloading activity.

For each measure, I test the hypothesis that its effect is equal across all
tiers using a Chow test. Results are reported in Table 8. The tests provide
evidence that the effects differ across artist tiers. I take this heterogeneity
into account in my second–stage estimation in Section 4.3.

4.3 Results

To estimate (1), I employ the two–step system GMM variety of the Arellano–
Bond dynamic panel estimation technique.16 In all specifications, I include
album fixed effects and weeks since the album’s release, as well as genre and
time dummies. I report results in Table 9 for three specifications: one each
for total, physical, and digital sales. I present estimates of the coefficients in
equation (1) as well as the CME for each specification.17 I find that a tran-
sient (i.e., one–period) percentage increase in file sharing results in a 0.13%
decrease in overall sales for a given album, with a 0.17% decrease in physical
sales and a 0.21% increase in digital sales. These results support the hy-
pothesis proposed in Section 2 that the word–of–mouth effect is stronger for
digital sales than for physical sales. In fact, the results imply that file sharing
will actually increase digital sales on net. Still, the decrease in physical sales
is larger, yielding a negative effect overall.

As shown in Section 4.2, exogenous changes in the determinants of file
sharing differ in effect depending on an artist’s popularity, at least as mea-
sured by the tiers defined in Table 2. It follows that exogenous changes in
file sharing should also differ in their impact on album sales. To investigate,
I estimate the model using tier–download interactions and report results in
Table 10. File sharing seems to harm physical sales but help digital sales
of tier 1 artists, while hurting tier 4 artists regardless of format. It is hard

14A regression using the full downloading sample produces significant coefficients, but I
do not use them due to sample selection issues.

15Also note that the second–stage results presented below do not change if ratio is
omitted.

16For a full description, see Roodman (2006).
17Standard errors on the CME estimate are computed using the delta method.
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to draw inference about file sharing’s effect on mid–tier artists, but results
suggest there may be a positive impact. The economic magnitudes of these
effects are much larger for less popular artists. The results provide mixed ev-
idence for idea that file sharing helps lesser–known artists through exposure.
If we assume that tier 3 artists are obscure yet talented but tier 4 artists
are obscure because they lack talent, then the results show that file sharing
helps talented artists find a market at the expense of less–talented ones: an
asymmetric information friction is ameliorated.

To further support the legitimacy of the instrument set, I calculate Hansen
tests of overidentifying restrictions for the model with file sharing instruments
and without in each specification. If the difference of these Hansen statis-
tics is large, one must reject the null hypothesis that the overidentification
restrictions are valid; i.e., one must conclude that flavgcopy, flsumh, ratio,
and bufmin are not jointly exogenous.18 I report p–values from that test as
∆H p–values in each table, and in no case can I find any evidence to doubt
the exogeneity of my instrument set. Strictly speaking, this test does not
establish instrument validity, but it does represent a lack of evidence against
the instruments.

Finally note that even though the Chow tests in Section 4.2 imply that
first–stage relationships vary by artist tier, I cannot use tier–specific IVs:
tiers are obviously correlated with sales, and therefore tier–instrument inter-
actions are not valid instruments. Still, the second–stage results take first–
stage heterogeneity into account because instrumenting relationships are not
constrained to be identical across tier–download interaction terms.

5 Conclusion

Researchers have debated the nature of file sharing’s effects on legitimate
markets ad nauseum, but consensus has been hard to come by. This paper
alone cannot close that debate, but it does shed new light on the nature of
the relationship. From the results, I conclude that file sharing activity has
a statistically significant but economically modest negative effect on legiti-
mate music sales. This relationship varies by medium: file sharing decreases
sales of physical copies but boosts sales of digital ones for top–tier artists,
suggesting that the word–of–mouth effect is most relevant for the digital mar-
ket. The effect varies by artist popularity as well. Top–tier artists lose sales,

18For a full treatment of this test, see Hayashi (2000).
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but the loss is partially offset by an increase in digital sales and the overall
effect is small. Mid–tier artists are helped slightly and bottom–tier artists are
significantly hurt by file sharing, which could indicate that file sharing helps
lesser–known artists only if they are actually talented. The results are robust
to different instrumentation strategies and alternative model specifications.

It is important to remember that these results come from a time when file
sharing was in its prime, at least for music. Previous work in the literature
focuses on file sharing technology in its nascent stages, where quality, relia-
bility, and ease of use were not guaranteed. Users downloaded one song at a
time, not the entire album, so the sampling effect invoked by some authors
was plausible. Using the technology under study in this paper, file sharers
downloaded entire albums as a unit instead of individual songs, so the sam-
pling effect seems less likely. The word–of–mouth effect instead acts as free
publicity, and non–pirates increase their consumption ceteris paribus. The
results support the contention that this effect is strongest for digital music,
and less relevant for physical copies.

Piracy not only affects the market for music, it affects markets for all me-
dia that can be digitized: television, movie, and e–book markets all compete
with file sharing networks that distribute their content freely. Further work
is needed to determine the nature of these relationships in their specific mar-
kets, but the current paper provides insight into what economic forces might
be at play and how they might break down across different classes of goods.
At least in the case of music, the results suggest that if customers are being
lost to piracy, content producers should consider making digital consumption
easier instead of expending resources on shutting down file sharing networks.
Doing so could crowd out file sharing and harness the word–of–mouth effect,
both of which would lead to digital purchases instead of copyright violations
from marginal consumers. If the same effects manifest in markets for movies
or television, digital distribution should be a primary focus for film studios
and television networks as well.
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A Specification & Robustness Checks

Alternative Instrument Sets

Since I have multiple freeleech and user wealth measures, it could be that
my results depend crucially on which of those measures are included in the
instrument set. This is not the case. I have recalculated the estimates in
Tables 9 and 10 using two alternative instrument sets. The first simply uses
all nine available freeleech measures and all three available wealth measures.
The sample size is large enough that instrument proliferation is not an issue,
and all results are quantitatively similar to the ones reported in Section 4.3.
For the second alternative instrument set, I perform a principle component
analysis on the available measures and extract the four components with the
largest eigenvalues. Together, these components account for more than 99%
of the variation in the freeleech and wealth measures. Again, the results
in Section 4.3 are quantitatively similar. I can find no evidence against
instrument validity in either case, just as in Section 4.3. Hence I am confident
the instrumental variables used are valid, and results are robust to the choice
of specific instrument sets. Tables of regression results are available upon
request.

Alternative Lag Structures

A substantive objection to the proposed model is that equation (1) does not
fully account for the dynamic effects inherent in the sales–piracy relationship.
The problem is twofold: first, album sales may not decay geometrically, but
instead through a higher–order autoregressive process. Second, there is no
reason to believe that the direct effect of downloads only acts once and only
contemporaneously; perhaps the effect of previous weeks’ file sharing affects
current album sales, apart from the autoregressive sales process. The word–
of–mouth effect may not fully propagate through the social network in a
single period, and the crowd–out effect may take time to fully manifest as
new consumers begin to share their files over the following weeks.

If one is willing to assume that the effect of file sharing on sales decays at
the same rate as sales themselves (i.e., that the effect of increasingly lagged
file sharing is δ, αδ, α2δ, etc.), then one can justify equation (1) as the result
of a Koyck transformation of a more sophisticated model with longer–run
effects of file sharing. The reported estimates of CME in Tables 9 and 10
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are consistent with this interpretation. If one is not willing to make such an
assumption, however, then a more complex model should be considered.

To investigate the importance of alternative lag structures, I generalize
the model to include P lags of album sales, contemporaneous downloads, and
Q lags of downloads. I expand my instrument set to include Q lags of the
instruments as well. This yields an autoregressive distributed lag process of
order (P,Q):

ln (sit) =
P∑
p=1

αp ln (si,t−p) +

Q∑
q=0

δq ln
(
d̂i,t−q

)
+ βait + γgi +wt + ui + εit (3)

Selecting the “right” values of P and Q is not trivial: if a candidate (P,Q)
is unsatisfactory, should P or Q be decreased first? I used the following
general–to–specific selection procedure, starting with (P,Q) = (15, 15):

1. Evaluate the model for the current P and Q.

2. If the p–value for either αP or δQ is larger than some predefined thresh-
old p̄, then determine which p–value is larger, reduce that lag parameter
(P or Q) by one, and return to step one.

3. If the p–value for neither αP nor δQ is larger than p̄, the current (P,Q)
is selected.

This algorithm whittles down the model by eliminating the least–significant
final lag until the final lag for both sales and downloads is significant at level
p̄, and a lower p̄ results in a smaller model. Table 11 lists the model that is
selected by this algorithm for various p̄ and sales variables.

In the interest of space, I present results for significance threshold p̄ = 0.01
in Table 12.19 All coefficients are significant, and the δq are of alternat-
ing sign. This is not unexpected: downloads exhibit a secular trend, are
thus somewhat collinear, and will therefore oscillate around some midpoint
through a kind of mean–reversion. One should not conclude, then, that an
exogenous increase in file sharing will increase current sales, decrease them
next week, increase them a week later, etc: the coefficients cannot be in-
terpreted in isolation. As before, the appropriate measure is the cumulative
marginal effect (CME) of an increase in file sharing in period t on sales in

19Full results for all models up to (15,15) are available by request.
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period t and all future periods. Each specification’s CME is reported in Ta-
ble 12 as well. The cumulative effects are qualitatively similar to those in
Table 9, but the magnitude is larger for total and physical sales. Overall,
the simplicity of model (1) may somewhat underestimate the magnitude of
the effects, but the qualitative impact is unchanged by allowing for a more
sophisticated lag process.
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Tables

Statistic Mean
Percentiles

25th 50th 75th

Sales per album 4,552.30 1,201.65 1,667 2,770.83
Sales per album per week 656.84 8.09 50.85 330.07
Sales per week (millions) 4.68 3.72 3.92 5.00

Digital share per album per week 18.7% 2.2% 9.4% 24.2%
Age in weeks since release 149.43 6 30 177

Sales (millions) 131.09
Digital share 11%

Albums 2,875
Weeks 28

Table 1: Summary Statistics for Sales

Tier Best Rank Artists Share Albums Share
1 1–82 358 25% 840 37%
2 83–271 356 25% 555 25%
3 272–576 360 25% 460 20%
4 577–999 358 25% 396 18%

Table 2: Division of Albums into Sales Tiers
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Statistic Mean
Percentiles

25th 50th 75th

DLs per album (all) 19.27 0 4 13
DLs per album (active) 26.14 3 7 19

Weekly DLs 188,864.89 113,278 139,602 172,541
Weekly DLs per album (all) 0.91 0.66 0.68 0.74

Weekly DLs per album (active) 3.63 2.75 2.87 3.12
Weekly active albums 24% 22% 24% 26%

File size of album in MB 175.72 61.98 96.80 223.95
Weeks in database, final week 23.26 9 19 36

New files per week 5,250.69 3785 4007 4482
New albums per week 4,726.54 3206 3607 4776

Downloads 5,099,352
Albums 264,672

Share of albums active 73.7%
Weeks 27

Table 3: Summary Statistics for Downloads

Week All Matched

14 0.73% 0.50%
15 9.76% 3.30%
16 100% 100%
21 0.89% 2.49%
22 1.53% 3.11%

All Others 0% 0%

Table 4: Share of Albums on Freeleech by Week
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Statistic Mean
Percentiles

25th 50th 75th

Weekly downloads per album 18.94 1.54 5.26 15.82
Weekly sales per album 3,578.43 157.25 712.19 2091.54

Downloads per week 27,920 17,091.5 21,187 30,224
Sales per week (millions) 4.29 3.44 3.62 4.17

Digital share per album per week 20.9% 5.4% 12.5% 27.6%
Number of downloads 781,774

Number of sales (millions) 120.23
Digital share 12%

Number of albums 2,251
Match rate, file sharing data 0.9%

Match sate, sales data 78.3%

Table 5: Summary Statistics for Matched Albums

Variable Description

fl Freeleech dummy
flpct Percent of formats on freeleech
flpctcopy Percent of shared copies on freeleech
flavgh Average format–hours on freeleech
flavgcopyh Average copy–hours on freeleech
flsum Number of formats on freeleech
flsumcopy Number of shared copies on freeleech
flsumh Number of format–hours on freeleech
flsumcopyh Number of copy–hours on freeleech

Table 6: Various Freeleech Measures
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All Tier1 Tier2 Tier3 Tier4
flavgcopyh 0.0230∗∗∗ 0.0230∗∗∗ 0.0249∗∗∗ 0.0208∗∗∗ 0.0204∗∗∗

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

flsumh 0.0015∗∗∗ 0.0016∗∗∗ 0.0012∗∗∗ 0.0019∗∗∗ 0.0020∗∗∗

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

ratio 0.0547 0.1114 0.1286 0.0117 -0.1076
(0.2898) (0.2404) (0.1896) (0.9174) (0.3006)

bufmin 0.0025 -0.0058 -0.0031 0.0046 0.0240∗∗∗

(0.4800) (0.3874) (0.6549) (0.5156) (0.0021)
Observations 37,333 13,600 9,449 7,649 6,635
Albums 2,198 823 546 446 383
Within R2 .26 .26 .28 .24 .27
Joint wealth p-value .14 .5 .38 .67 .0073

p-values in parentheses

Standard error estimates are cluster-robust.
∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01

Table 7: Estimation of First–Stage Relationship

Variable flavgcopyh flsumh ratio bufmin
Chow p-value 0.01 0.01 0.32 0.02

Table 8: Chow tests; H0: effect is equal across all sales tiers
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Total Physical Digital
Coef. CME Coef. CME Coef. CME

Downloads -0.03∗∗ -0.13∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.17∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.04) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Lagged sales 0.76∗∗∗ 0.78∗∗∗ 0.65∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Age -0.00 -0.00 0.00
(0.27) (0.26) (0.44)

Observations 16,819 16,806 15,556
Albums 1,588 1,581 1,463
∆H p–value 0.9796 0.9130 0.9823

p-values in parentheses
∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01

Standard errors calculated using Windmeijer correction.

All specifications include album, week, and genre controls.

Table 9: Estimation of (1).
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Total Physical Digital
Coef. CME Coef. CME Coef. CME

Tier 1 DLs -0.04∗∗ -0.14∗ -0.05∗∗∗ -0.21∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗ 0.20∗∗

(0.04) (0.06) (0.00) (0.01) (0.03) (0.01)

Tier 2 DLs -0.02 -0.08 -0.01 -0.04 0.05 0.14
(0.39) (0.40) (0.70) (0.70) (0.29) (0.28)

Tier 3 DLs 0.07∗ 0.28∗ 0.05 0.24 0.11∗ 0.30∗

(0.08) (0.07) (0.18) (0.18) (0.06) (0.06)

Tier 4 DLs -0.26∗∗∗ -1.01∗∗∗ -0.26∗∗∗ -1.15∗∗∗ -0.22∗ -0.59
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.10) (0.10)

Lagged sales 0.74∗∗∗ 0.77∗∗∗ 0.63∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Age 0.00 -0.00 0.00
(0.92) (0.79) (0.10)

Observations 16,819 16,806 15,556
Albums 1,588 1,581 1,463
∆H p–value 0.9415 0.9939 0.7123

p-values in parentheses
∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01

Standard errors calculated using Windmeijer correction.

All specifications include album, week, and genre controls.

Table 10: Estimation of (1) with Artist Tiers.

p̄ All Sales Physical Sales Digital Sales
0.10 (10,9) (8,10) (11,7)
0.05 (10,9) (8,10) (10,7)
0.01 (1,3) (1,3) (1,2)

Table 11: Selected Models for Various Significance Thresholds
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All Physical Digital
Lag Sales DLs Sales DLs Sales DLs

0 — 0.03** — 0.04** — 0.09***
(0.05) (0.02) (0.00)

1 0.88*** -0.07*** 0.88*** -0.06*** 0.71*** -0.08***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

2 — 0.03** — 0.03** — 0.06***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.00)

3 — -0.05*** — -0.05*** — —
(0.00) (0.00)

CME -0.39** -0.32** 0.22**
(0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Observations 12,075 12,074 12,488
Albums 1,235 1,234 1,251

∆H p–value 0.78 0.54 0.67

p-values in parentheses

* p < .1, ** p < .05, *** p < .01

Standard errors calculated using Windmeijer correction.

All specifications include album, week, and genre controls.

Table 12: Estimation of (3) for Selected ARDL(P ,Q) Models.
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Figures

(a) Total Sales

(b) Physical Sales (c) Digital Sales

Figure 1: Sales as a Percentage of First Week’s Sales
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(a) Total Sales

(b) Physical Sales (c) Digital Sales

Figure 2: Average Album Sales per Week
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Figure 3: The Average Downloading Lifecycle of an Album
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Figure 4: Average Downloads by Week of Observation

Figure 5: Average Ratio and Median Buffer
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Figure 6: The Life–Cycle of a Matched Album

Figure 7: Average Consumption of a Matched Album
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